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In

years, the seismic data acquisition technique has
received renewed interest. In particular, Nigel Anstey (Whatever
happenedto ground roll, March 1986 7Z.E) and L. Ongkiehong
and H. Askin (Towards the universal seismicacquisition technique,June1988 First Break) introducednew ideas.Theseauthors
argue that ground roll suppressionis optimal if the acquisition
techniqueinsuresa regulardistributionof geophonesover the common midpoint.
Using real data examples, P.F. Morse and G.F. Hildebrandt
(Ground roll suppressionby the stack-array, GEOPHYSICS 1989)
and M.A. Ak (How effectiveis the stack array? presentedat the
1990 EAEG meeting in Copenhagen)demonstratedthe superior
performanceof the stack-arrayapproachover techniquesin which
there is no suchregular distributionof geophones
In my book SeismicWavefieldSampling(publishedby SEG in
1990), I expand the idea of regularity to the sampling of both
receiversand shots.This paper dealswith somehighlightsof that
book, concentratingon the conceptof symmetric samplingas the
best compromisedata acquisitiontechnique.
reCent

example, a dipping event as shown in Figure 3 which revealsthe
three orthogonalcrosssections:common midpoint, common offset, and common time The shapeof a dipping event is a hyperbola in the common midpoint and an ellipse in the time slice.
A real data exampleis given in Figure 4. Of course,now there
IS a multitudeof events, all having their own spatialand temporal
relationships.Actually, the common offset panel in this example
is a stackwhich is basically a zero-offset sectionwith a relatively high signal-to-noiseratio. It is possibleto follow dipping events
throughall three crosssections.
Creating time slices from the prestackdata of a 2-D line can
be a very rewarding exercise. time slices increaseinsight in the
characteristicsof the dam and allow useful diagnostics-at-a-glance

T

he shot/receiver- and midpoint/offset coordinate systems.
This sectionintroducesthe terminologyand describessomebasics
of the prestackseismicdata set for a 2-D line.
In the field, the prestack data are gathered in subsetscalled
common shot gathers,one at a time Taken together, the common
shot gathersform a 3-D data set, which is smoothand continuous
(apart from shot and geophonecoupling variations).
There are three independentcoordinates:traveltime (t), and
two spatialcoordinates-midpoint &) and offset (x0). The same
data can also be describedby traveltime (t), sourcecoordinate(-5)
and receiver coordinate (or). These symbols are illustrated in
Figure 1. The two pairs of spatialcoordinatesare related by:
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Figure 1. Prestack data coordinate systems.(a) The four spatial coordinatesin relation to the seismicline. (b) Shot/receiver
coordinate system. (c) Midpoint/offset coordinate system.
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A descriptionof a prestack seismic data set in the two coordinate systemsis shown in Figures 2a and 2b. In Figure 2a, the
data set is describedin terms of shot and receiver coordinates.
This surface diagram was introducedby Turhan Taner et al. in
Estimationand correctionof near-surfacetimeanomalies(August
1974 GEOPHYSICS), to describe staticcorrectionprocedures.Figure 2b describesthe sameprestackdata set in the midpoint/offset
coordinatesystem. This representationis also called the subsurface diagram or stackingdiagram.
By keeping one of the spatial coordinatesconstant,four different subsetscan be selected from the seismic data set. These
subsetsare indicatedin Figures 2a and 2b. Note that all tracesof
a commonshot gather with x, = constantare representedby a
horizontal line in the shot/receiver coordinate system and by an
oblique line in the midpoint/offset coordinatesystem.
By keeping the time coordinate constant, a time slice is
generatedfrom the prestackseismicdata set. In a time slice, the
spatial coordinatesvary so that the surface and subsurfacediagrams could also be regarded as a description of the data points
in a time slice.
we are inclined to think of reflections in prestackdata as hyperbolasin the common midpoints.However, it is important to
realize that each event representsa surfacein the 3-D spaceof the
prestack seismic data set. The three dimensionsof the prestack
data shouldnot be confusedwith the three dimensionsof the subsurface. In prestackdata, offset is the third dimension. Take, for
<;EOPHYSICS:

Figure 2. Descriptions of prestack seismic data set in (a)
shot/receivercoordinate systemsand (b) midpoint/offset coordinate systems. The former is also called a surface diagram
and the latter a subsurface diagram or stacking diagram.
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offset panels. Or. the double wavenumberspectrumof a time slice
can be computed. One may also think of computingthe double
wavenumberspectrumof a common frequencypanel,
Whatever subset IS considered, it is important to distinguish
the various ks liom each other becausethey representvery different physical effects In particular, the offset wavenumber(k)
describesvelocity effects m the common midpoint panel, and the
midpoint wavenumber(C) describesstructureeffects in the common offset panel For insrance,for a horizontal earth, there are
only horizontal events in the common offset panel. So the
wavenumberspectrumof that panel only showsenergy at lh, =
0. In more practicalcases.there is also energyfor larger midpoint
wavenumher~

S

Figure 3. Dipping event in midpoint/offset coordinate systems.
The event is a hyperbola in the common offset panels(a straight
line for zero offset), a hyperbola in the CMP, and an ellipse
in the time slice.
of the whole data set. time slices created after NM0 correction
allow a quick quality control of the chosenvelocitiesfor the level
of interest.
For proper samplingof the temporal coordinate, it is important to know the maximum frequency of the data to he sampled
Likewise, for spatialsampling, the maximum wavenumberof the
spatialcoordinatesmust be known. A discussionof spatial sam
pling requiresthe introductionof four different wavenumbers(6.
k,, km, ko) correspondingto the four spatial coordinates(x,, x,.
x,,,, x,,). Similar to the pairs of spatialcoordinates(;5,x,) and &,,
x0), there is also a linear relationship between the pairs of
wavenumbers:
ks = k,/2 t k,,
km = k,tk,

and

k,

= (k, - k,)/2

kr

=

k,/2 - k,

It is possibleto computef-k spectrafor common shot panels,
commonreceiver panels, commonmidpoint panels, and common

ymmetric sampling. The data I have describedin the surface
and subsurfacediagrams (Figures 2a and 2b) have already been
sampled.Figure 5 showsthe spatialsamplinginterval usedfor the
surfacediagram. In this case, the shot interval is the same as the
receiver (or group) interval.
Now we have to ask ourselvesthe all-importantquestion:What
is the best way of samplingthesetwo spatial coordinates?
To answer this question, we must know the properties of the
3-D wavefield to be sampled. As shot and receiver coordinates
are sampled independently,the properties of the wavefield, both
in the common shot gather and in the common receiver gather,
need to bc ~‘xamined
The commonshotgather is the result of a physicalexperiment;
therefore. rhe properties of the wavefield of the common shot
gather are describedby elastic wave theory. On the other hand,
the tracesof a common receiver gatherare all recordedseparately at different times with different shots. So what are the properHere we will
ties of the wavefield in the commonreceivergather?
use reciprocity It follows from the principle of reciprocity that
the common receiver gather recorded by a receiver at p is in its
entirety identical to the common shot gatherfor which the shot is
locatedat p (see Figure 6). Hence, the propertiesof the wavefield
in the common receiver gather are the same as in the common
shot gather and, as a consequence,sampling of shot coordinate
and receiver coordinatehas to be the same.
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Figure 4. Three crosssectionsthrough real prestack data set. Note that each event is a surface in 3-D
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Figure 5. Shot and receiver sampling intervals in the surface
diagram.
We would like to record the two spatial coordinateswithout
alias& just as we do with the temporal coordinate.Figure 7 II
lustratesthat the maximum wavenumbersI $I,, and I k,l,,, are
determinedby the maximum frequency, f,,,, of the event with
the slowestapparentphasevelocity, Vmin.In three-dimensionalcf.
k,, k,) space,the energyof the wavefield is confinedto a pyramidshapedvolume with its baseatf = fm, (Figure 8). Alias-free spatial samplingis achievedif the maximumwavenumbersare properly sampled, which means that neither shot interval nor receiver
interval shouldbe larger than l/Z&,,,,,. Or, in other words, these
intervals should not be larger than a half-period of the smallest
wavelength.
The requirementof alias-free spatial samplingleads to spatial
samplingintervals that are much smaller than consideredpracrical or affordable (e.g., for&,, = 75 Hz, I’min = 300 m/s, the
shot and receiver intervals should be 0.5*300/75 = 2 m). As a
compromise, seismicfield arrays are to be used which acr as spatial antialiasfilters andasresamplingoperators.As spatialantialias
filters, they aim to attenuateall energy above the Nyquist wavenumber. Spatial antialiasfiltering mustbe appliedwhen sampling
both spatialcoordinates.In other words. shotarrays are as necessary as receiver arraysand, for optnnal results,shot arraysshould
be identicalto receiver arrays. This reasoningleadsto the cnncepl
of symmetric sampling:
* Shot interval equal to receiver intercal
Shot arrays equal to receiver arrays

l

Figure 6. Common shot gather at x, =xP and commonreceiver
gather at x, = xP are identical becauseof reciprocity.

I call this techniquesymmetricsamplingbecauseit utilizes the
symmetry property of reciprocity and it preservesthe inherent
symmetryof the prestackwavefield.
Figures 9a,b,c illustrate the concept. (In these figures the 4,
X, coordinatesystemhas been rotated45 ’ for easeof display.) To
keep the pictures simple, I used only three elements per array
(when there is an array). Figure 9a shows an asymmetricconfiguration with no shot array and three geophonesper geophone
array. Each recorded trace is the sum of three elemental traces
registered by the three geophonesof the geophone array. The
groupsof three elementaltracesare representedby alternatingbetween three open circles and three closed circles. Note that the
three elemental traces for a given recorded trace have different
offsets and different midpoint positions. Summingthese elemental traces causessome damageto the signal, but this is the price
to be paid for the antialiaseffect of the geophonearray. In Figure
9b, a symmetric sampling configuration is shown. Now there is
also a shotarray consistingof threeelementssothat eachrecbrded
trace correspondsto nine elementaltraces. Note that, again, each
of the elemental traces occupies a different position in the
shot/receivercoordinatesystem.Together, all the elementaltraces
provide a regular two-dimensionalsamplingof the shot/receiver
plane. Compare this with Figure 9a, where whole areas of the
planeare not sampled.Theseempty areasmay lead to spatialalias-
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Figure 7. Regions with and without energy in f, & and f, kr.
Maximum frequency of event with minimum phase velocity
determines maximum wavenumber and it is the same for shot
and receiver coordinate.
GEOPHYSICS:

Figure 8. Energy of prestack data wavefield ls confIned to
pyramid shaped volume in f, k,, k,. Base of pyramid is at f =
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Figure 9. Various center-spread shooting geometries with three elements per array, when there is an array. Each symbol represents an elemental shot/receiver pair; each group of equal symbols (either open circles or closed circles) representsone recorded
trace. (a) Asymmetric confiiuration with shot interval equal to receiver station interval, and a geophonearray but no shot array.
(b) Symmetric configuration with shot interval equal to receiver station interval, and both geophoneand shot arrays. (c) Asymmetric configuration with shot interval three times receiver station interval. Note the large unsampled area of shot/receiver space.
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Figure IL I Symmetric versus asymmetric sampling in centerspread geometry. Shot interval equals receiver interval. CMPs
are displayed with increasingabsoluteoffset (i.e., neighboring
traces originate from different ends of the spread). (a) Symmetric data, shot array = receiver array = 25 m. (h) Asymmetric data. shot array = 25 m, receiver array = 75 m. Note
the odd/even effect in the asymmetrically sampled CMP.
Figure 10. Updlp versus downdlp shooting for an asymmetric
configuration with a geophonearray but no shot array.

4

ing in the common receiver domainand also m the common midpoint and common offset domains.
Another, perhapseven more common, exampleof asymmetric
sampling is shown in Figure 9c. Now the shot interval is three
timesthe groupinterval. Here even more of the shot/receiverplane
is not sampled.
Whether or not spatial aliasing occurs for a particular shooting geometry (symmetricor asymmetric)and how large the effect
is dependson the distancebetweenthe array elementsand on the
shot and receiver intervals. Symmetrically sampleddata may still
be aliasedif the samplingintervals are too large, and asymmetrically sampleddatamay not show aliasingif the samplingintervals
are small enough(see, also, final paragraphof next section)

S

ome effects of asymmetric sampling. These effects are d~fferent for off-end shooting and center-spreadshooting. For the
former, asymmetric samplingleadsto differencesbetween updip
and downdip shooting.Figure 10 illustratesthat for updip shooting, there is less of a difference between the arrival times of the
reflections over the length of the receiver array than there is for
downdip shooting. As a consequence,the reflection characteris
less affected by updip shootingthan by downdip shooting.Asymmetric sampling also leads to asymmetrieson either side of the
apex of diffractions.
Asymmetric samplingis more or less the norm in marine data
acquisition,as shot layouts are usually not designedto be similar
to receiver arrays. The asymmetricshootinggeometryaffectsleftand right-dippingevents in a different way, leading to differences
in parallel lines shot in oppositedirections.This effect also causes
jitter in the crosslinedirection of marine 3-D surveys.
In center-spreadrecording, the effect of asymmetricsamphng
is less visible in the stack, as the asymmetry of the sampling is
hidden by the symmetry of the spread.However, the differences
between up-dip and down-dip shooting, as discussedfor off-end
recording, now occur in the recordingof one and the sameline.
Now the effect becomesvisible in the common midpoint gathers
as an odd-evenor checkerboardeffect. I have simulatedthe effect
in the example shownin Figures 1la.b. Figure I la is a CMP with
equal shotand receiver arrays, whereasin Figure 1 I b the receiver
geophysics

Figure 12. Explanation of odd/even effect in CMP of asymmetrically sampled data. Curved lines represent constanttime
lines of a dipping event (compare with Figure 3). Each rectangle is the convolutionof a short 25 m shot array with a long
75 m geophonearray. The elemental traces within a rectangle
are added to form one recorded trace in the CMP. In the top
left corner, the addition takes place acrossthe time lines of the
dipping event, whereas in the bottom right comer, the addition is mostly parallel to the time Lines.
arrays are three times as long as the shot arrays (75 m versus25
m). I constructedthe right panel using a three-trace runningmix
in the commonshotpanels, followed by CMP sort. In both CMPs,
the traces are sortedaccordingto increasingabsoluteoffset. The
right panel now shows an odd-even jitter. The jitter occurs for
eventsthat dip in the commonoffset panel. The explanationof the
odd/evenjitter follows from the difference in averagingeffects of
the arrays on either side of zero offset.
This averaging effect is illustratedin Figure 12 in which the
two curved lines representconstanttime lines of a dipping event
in the shotirecelver plane. (As discussedearlier, these lines are
ellipses.1 The lines are symmetric with respect to the diagonal
T‘Ht
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which is the zero-offsetline. The rectanglesrepresenttracesof
one common midpoint with each trace formed by a 25 m shot
array and a 75 m receiver array. In the top left comer, the rectangle averagesacrossthe time lines; in the lower right corner,
the rectanglesrun moreor lessparallelto the time lines. This differencein averagingleadsto a different characterbetweenpositive andnegativeoffsets.Similar odd/eveneffectscanbe observed
with singleholedynamiteshooting.I am suremanyseismicprocessorshavenoticedthoseeffects.Obviously,it leadsto a subopth&
stackfor center-spreadrecording.
The severityof asymmetricsamplingdependson a numberof
factors,suchas spatialsamplingintervals,‘degreeof asymmetry,
relative strengthof coherentnoise, dip (strongerdip, larger effects),andgeologiccomplexity.With somefurtheranalysis,some
of thoseeffectsmay be quantified (for instance,the increasing
severitywith increasingdip).
On the other hand, symmetricsampling has numerousadvantages:
l
l
l
l
l

Figure 13. Combinedresponseof shot and receiverarrays in
midpoint/off’ wavenulqberdomain.Obliquedark blue line-s
representnotchesiu the shot array and receiver array reSpOnseS.

Symmetryof wavefield is preserved
Characterindependentof line direction(off-end shooting)
ConstantchamcteracrossCMP (center-spread
shooting)
Bettercoherentnoise suppression
Data better suitedfor cascadedshot- and receiver-domain

l
Data bettersuitedfor highly sophisticated
processes
suchas
AVO analysis,migration, inversion

Theseadvantages,in turn, lead to fewer and less severelow
quality datazones,betterresolutionof complexgeology,and better porefill and lithologyprediction;in short,a more reliableand
successfulinterpretation.Whetheror not theseadvantagesmaterialize depends,to a large extent,on the ability to even out variations in shotstrengthand geophonecouplingwith surface-consistent equalization.
I would like to point out that symmetricsamplingwith large
samplingintervalsis likely worsethan asymmetricsamplingwith
smallersamplingintervals.It is importantto usesufficientlysmall
spatialsamplingintervals.A nice compromiseto aim for is to use
shotand receiverintervalsthatwouldrecordthedesiredwavefield
withoutaliasing up to the frequencyof interest.Then arraysare
only necessaryto suppressnoiseand to averageout samplingirregularities.This techniqueis called full-resolutionrecording.

T he stack-y
approachversussymmetricsampling.Briefly, the differenceis thatAnsteyemphasizesa regularsamplingof
geophones(acrossthe CMP), whereassymmetricsamplingcalls
for regularsamplingnot only of geophones
but alsoof shots.The
stack-arrayapproachdoesnot specifythe useof shotarrays,leading to an asymmetricsamplingtechnique(as shownin Figure 9a).
The commonshotgatheris properly sampled,but aliasing may
occur in the commonreceiver gathers.Nevertheless,I want to
stressthat Anstey’s techniqueis a tremendousimprovementover
older techniquesusing large shotintervals (suchas illustratedin
Figure 9c).

T he total stack response.Finally, it is of great interestto investigatethe combinedresponseof field arraysand stackingwhich
can be called the total stackresponse.This can be written as the
productof three individual responses-theshotarray response,
the receiver array response,and the so-calledCMP-array response,or:

The threeresponses
involve threedifferent wavenumbers.For
uniform arrays with element spacingd and number of elements
N, the array responseis

p(k) = sin(Ndd) I N sin(xkd) ,

Figure14. Total stackresponsefor a symmetricsamplingtechnique. The notchesof the CMP array run parallel to the &
axis.

Figure 15. Total stack responsefor an asymmetricsampling
techniquewithout a shotarray. Note the greatlyreducedsup
pressionand the asymmetryin the,response.
so that the first notch of this array occursat k = l/Nd. Nd is
called the array length, and not (N-1)td. In the examples,I will
use 50 m field arrays and 1200 m offset range, hencethe first
notchesof the threearraysoccurat k, = l/50, k, = l/SO, and k,
= l/1200 m-r. (This diseussiondoes’nottake NM0 into account;
seepreviouslycited articlesfor the effect of HMO on the array
responses.)
Using the linear relationshipsbetweenthe wavenumberpairs,
the total stackresponsecan be written as a functionof only two
wavenumbers.Figure 13 showsthe productof only the responses
of a 50 m shotarray and a 50 m receiverarray in the midpointoffsetwavenumberdomain. Lines of constantshotand receiver
wavenumberrun obliquely in this domain. Note the diamondshapedpassband
of thetwo arraysin the 2-D wavenumberdomain.
A commonmistakeis to computethe productof the two array
responsesas a function of only one wavenumber.This product
describesthe effect of the arrays on a horizontalearth with no
midpointdependence.
The horizontalearthresponse
is foundalong
the vertical axis of Figure 13. However, any dippingeventswill
containenergy away from,the vertical axis and will be affected
differentlyby the field arrays. So, the correctrepresentation
uses
the doublewavenumberdomain. As a bonus,this procedurealso
createspicturesthat are pleasingto the eye.
Figure 14 showsthe total stackresponsefor a symmetricsam-
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plingtechn@ewithcenter-spreadrecordingandanoffsetrange
-lU)OtolUK)m.Notethatthestackproducesnotches~elto
the horizontalL axis. The diamond-shaped
passbandof the field
arrayshasnow beenreducedto a narrowpassband
centeredaround
the midpointwavenumberaxis. Everywhereelsethe combination
of field patternsand stackis supposed
to suppress
all energy.As
is clear from the picture, the suppression
is certainlynot uniform
althoughitis.
.*. Thereareareasofverygoodsuppressionwhereall~arraysareeffective,andthereatealsoareas
of lessgoodsuppression.
(The pammetersof thisexampleshould
notbetakenasrecommnded qnmetric samplingfield parama
ters;usually,considerablysmallerintervalsare necessaryfor good
results.)
How muchunwantedenergyis left alter applicationof thethree
arraysdependson:
Energy distributionof the prestackwavefield
Choiceof field parameters(shotand receiverinterval, and
multiplicity)
l Choiceof pro and postsmck
processingpammeters

C

onehroions.Symmeeic sampling is the preferred recording
technique, so it shouldbe high on the “wish list” of every interpreter
The parametersof symmetricsamplingare a compromiseand
they needto be established
after an evaluationof the geologicand
geophysicalproblemsat hand.
A bettermulerstandingand knowledgeof the energydistribution inf, k,,,,k, wouldhelp predictthe effect of any choiceof the
acquisitionpammemm.Noise spreadsand very denselysampled
multiple+overagedatacan be usedto help gain suchinsights.
AsatInalcomment,Iwouldliketoremindthereaderofthe
fact that we are going to very great lengthsto apply the most
qhisticated processingtechniques-inversionand AVO in particular. Theseeffortsare boundto be futile if they are appliedto
data recordedin a suboptimalway. C

l
l

Leavingouttheshotarrayhasadramaticeffectonthetotal
stackresponse(as shownin Figure 15). The severityof not using
a shotarray or any other form of asymmetricsamplingdepends
on the energydistributionof the original continuouswavefieldin
the (&,kJ- wavenumberdomain. If there are many rapid variationsas a functionof midpoint,thenasymmetricsamplingwill do
more harm than if the geologyvaried more slowly.
Finer sampling(shortershotand receiver arrays) pushesthe
filter notchesout towardlarger wavenumbers.As a consequence,
a larger part of the original wavefieldwill fall in the passbandof
the combinedfield arrays. In the passband,more of the suppression of the unwantedeventsis then left to the stackand to other
digitalprocesses.
Digital processes
suchasf_Rfiltering in thecommon midpoint and commonoffsetpanelsare usually reouiredto
compensatefor the reducedeffectof the two field array;.
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